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FROM THE editor
At Fleurco, we rely on 3 company pillars: Quality - Service 
- Design. Fleurco has grown and gained market share in 
an otherwise volatile world. We are so grateful for your 
continued support. 

We are thrilled to greet you in our larger space. We’ve been 
working on some new products and we can’t wait for you to 
see them. 

Some of the products we’re truly excited about include our 
new lighted mirror collection, with unique features and tons 
of style. 

Fibo by Fleurco remains a very strong collection, but our 
newly expanded FLEX series is sure to please those looking 
for a flexible, tile finish.

Aria Stone makes its debut with an introduction to solid 
surface tubs. Luxury at its finest. 

We hope you enjoy our booth and will keep this lookbook as 
a reminder for your next big project. 

Be sure to stay connected to Fleurco by following us on 
Facebook, Instagram, and Twitter as well as signing up to 
our newsletter where you’ll be the first to know about new 
product releases and other helpful tips and tricks. 

Have a wonderful 2023.

- The Fleurco Team

"Some of the products we’re 
truly excited about include our 
new lighted mirror collection 

with unique features and tons 
of style"
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YOU'RE 
FRAME-OUS!
Fleurco is always striving to find the latest 
styles for every detail in your bathroom. And 
that includes mirrors!

One of the most important 
items that you use on a daily 

basis is a mirror and Fleurco has 
a variety of new styles hitting the 
market early next year. These new 
styles are focused on frames! 

Magna, the all-new oblong shape is 
sure to catch the eyes of many. Its 
color adjusting, LED light provides 
the ideal environment for your 
bathroom and comes in a variety of 
frame colors to customize your look.

 
 
 
 
Same goes for the all-new Artus 
lighted mirror. This gorgeous, 
framed beauty has interchangeable 
frame colors depending on your 
mood! Choose from Brushed Gold, 
Matte Black, Matte White or a 
classic Gun Metal finish.

Artus Lighted Mirror

Magna Lighted Mirror

trend alert
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ADD A TOUCH
OF LUXURY WITH THE NEW 

brushed gold finish
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This rich finish will allow homeowners, 
interior designers and architects to 
accent bathroom projects with a fresh 
contemporary look.

The popular Gemini Plus & 
Gemini shower doors just got 

an upgrade! Available in Chrome, 
Brushed Nickel, Matte Black, and 
now the all-new Brushed Gold 
finish.

This classic design offers a dual 
shower door handle and towel 
bar design, fixed onto 2 sliding 
door panels.

With height options of 75" 
(Gemini) & 79" (Gemini Plus), and 
glass thickness options of 6mm 
(Gemini) and 10mm (Gemini 
Plus), this bold gold beauty will fit 
perfectly in any bathroom décor!
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Make your 
bathroom 
unique with 
Luna STAK 
vanities.

The modular mix & 
match design allows 

you to fully customize 
your vanity.

Choose between a wall-
mounted frame or a 
freestanding frame, or no 
frame at all!

The choices don’t stop 
there. The countertop is 
available with & without 
the apron (certain models 
only), and all countertops 
come with the option of a 
round or square sink.

Every countertop comes 
with a built-in overflow, 
and a pre-drilled single 
hole design, suitable for 
mono command faucets.

This solid surface 
collection is offered in 
a smooth matte white 
finish. These countertops 
are easy to clean & 
maintain. We can say the 
same about the frames, 
which are made with steel 
& aluminum, with options 
of Matte Black or new 
Brushed Gold.

The exposed plumbing 
offers a modern industrial 
aesthetic.

With over 10 option 
combinations, Luna STAK 
vanities are the perfect 
addition to any modern 
bathroom.
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by

say GOODBYE 
to scrubbing tiles
Experience the 
luxurious look and 
feel of 
FIBO BY FLEURCO 
WALL SYSTEMS

Tiled walls are beautiful but 
high maintenance. Residue 

buildup occurs after every 
shower and if not scrubbed 
frequently, can become quite 
unhygienic. Fibo by Fleurco Wall 
Systems not only provide the 
luxurious look of natural wall 
coverings, but are extremely easy 
to maintain. 

The unique, patented Aqualock 
click system ensures the wall 
will be 100% waterproof (Fibo 
sealant required). Just follow 
the installation steps, and you’re 
guaranteed a wall that will look 
great and last for years to come.

WANT EVEN MORE 
FLEXIBILITY?
Create your own unique look 
with the Fibo by Fleurco Flex 
Series.  All of the same great 
features of the original program, 
now in easy to use 24" panels.

Above: 
White 
Marble

Below: 
Grey Sahara 
M6040

Right: 
Denver 
White M74

limited

LIFETIME
warranty

coming soon!
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Specifically 
designed kits are 
pre-measured to 
accommodate all 
standard shower 
enclosures for alcove, 
2 sided & cube 
configurations.

Easy to order - All 
parts needed for 
installation are 
included.

5 luxurious patterns 
available plus 3 new 
coming soon!

WHAT IS 
AQUALOCK ?
The patented 
Aqualock click 
system creates a 
flawless waterproof 
look with invisible 
joints. Installation is 
quick and provides 
consistent results.

Sealant
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Denver White F23
COMING SOON! 
Grey Cement M6060

COMING SOON! 
Oslo M3005

COMING SOON! 
Grey Sahara M6040

White Marble Shabby Chic

Denver White M74

Cracked Cement

5 luxurious FINISHES
+ 3 NEW coming soon
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THE SMART WAY TO 
TRANSFORM YOUR WALL
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SAY HELLO
TO THE SAFEST SHOWER DOORS IN THE INDUSTRY

FleurcoSEKUR+ Safety Protection (S.R.T.) is a 
transparent film bonded directly onto the glass 

panel by means of an adhesive. It improves safety by 
retaining the pieces together in the event of glass 
breakage.

The film provides an added layer of security for 
you and your family. In the event of an accident, 
FleurcoSEKUR+ Safety Protection (S.R.T.) prevents the 
tempered glass door from shattering into thousands 
of pieces which could cause damage.

Application is performed by a specialized machine. 
The film is always installed on the exterior side of the 
panels as to not affect the Microtek® coating on the 
interior.

FleurcoSEKUR+ Safety Protection (S.R.T.) is very 
durable and has been tested for long-term usage 
against chemicals and abrasives, and meets the 
required standards.

No abrasive materials should be used in cleaning 
a FleurcoSEKUR+ Safety Protection (S.R.T.) treated 
shower door. Cleaning with a damp cloth using 
a mixture of vinegar/mild soap with water is 
recommended.

FleurcoSEKUR+ Safety Protection (S.R.T.) now 
includes: 
Gemini Plus, Gemini, Mercury, Novara Plus, Latitude, 
Horizon, Skyline, Apollo, Elera & Vectra 
Coming soon: Select K2, Select KT, Cordoba Plus 
& Cordoba

Novara Plus In-line

 REDUCES RISK  
OF INJURY IN THE 
SHOWER SPACE

 REDUCES RISK  
OF LIABILITY

 REDUCES RISK  
OF DAMAGE WITHIN 
THE SHOWER SPACE
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Skyline In-line

Above: Gemini Plus 
2 sliding door panels for right or left hand entry 
Anti-jump safety roller system 
3/8" (10mm) clear tempered glass 
Shower door height: 79" 
Chrome, Brushed Nickel, Matte Black & Brushed Gold 
finishes 
Available in: In-line, 2 sided, in-line tub & 2 sided tub

Horizon / Skyline 
European style frameless door 
Right or left entry installations available 
Easy to install 
Door magnets ensure a water-tight seal 
Detachable bottom guide to facilitate maintenance 
5/16" (8mm) clear tempered glass 
Shower door heights: 75", 79" & 86" * 
Chrome, Brushed Nickel* & Matte Black* finishes 
Available in: In-line, 2 sided, in-line tub & 2 sided tub

*excluding certain sizes.

Horizon rollers

Below: Latitude Sliding 
Door slides smoothly & effortlessly 
Magnetic closure 
Spring loaded rollers - allows door to easily detach 
from bottom rail for easy cleaning 
Reversible left or right opening with door closing 
against the wall or return panel 
5/16" (8mm) clear tempered glass 
Shower door height: 79" 
Matte Black finish 
Available in: In-line, 2 sided & tub door 
Also available as a pivot model or walk-in panels
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Mercury 
2 sliding door panels for right or left hand entry 
Anti-jump safety roller system 
Vertical handles 
5/16" (8mm) clear tempered glass 
Shower door heights: 79" & 86" 
Chrome, Brushed Nickel & Matte Black finishes 
Available in: In-line, 2 sided & tub

Gemini 
2 sliding door panels for right or left hand entry 
Anti-jump safety roller system 
1/4" (6mm) clear tempered glass 
Shower door height: 75" 
Chrome, Brushed Nickel, Matte Black 
& Brushed Gold finishes 
Available in: In-line, 2 sided & tub

Apollo 
Right or left entry installations available 
Anti-jump system 
Built-in door stop 
Adjustable wall mount 
Detachable bottom guide to facilitate maintenance 
1/4" (6mm) clear tempered glass 
Shower door height: 75" 
Chrome, Brushed Nickel & Matte Black finishes 
Available in: In-line, 2 sided & tub

Elera 
In & out pivoting system with 90° inward & 90° 
outward opening 
Reversible left or right door installation 
Magnetic closure 
5/16" (8mm) clear tempered glass 
Shower door height: 79" (80" to top of support bar 
bracket) 
Chrome, Brushed Nickel & Matte Black finishes 
Available in: Single door, in-line, 2 sided & cube
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Cordoba Plus 
2 sliding door panels for right or left hand entry 
Header features built in anti-jump system 
Anti-rattle tracking system 
3/8" (10mm) or 1/4" (6mm) clear tempered glass 
Shower door height: 75" (79" for Cordoba Plus In-line 61) 
Chrome, Brushed Nickel & Matte Black* finishes 
Available in: In-line & tub 
*Excluding certain sizes

Cordoba 
2 sliding door panels for right or left hand entry 
Header features built in anti-jump system 
Deluxe quality roller system bracket 
Superior bottom guiding system 
1/4" (6mm) clear tempered glass 
Shower door height: 70 1/4" 
Chrome & Brushed Nickel finishes 
Available in: In-line & tub

Select KT 
Space-saving sliding door panel 
Solid stainless steel bar 
Straight handle 
Left or right installation available 
1/2" (12mm) clear tempered glass 
Shower door height: 79" 
Brushed Stainless & Polished Stainless finishes 
Available in: In-line & 2 sided

Select K2 
Space-saving sliding door panel 
Stainless steel components 
Patented anti-jump system 
Straight handle 
Left or right installation available 
3/8" (10mm) clear tempered glass 
Shower door height: 79" 
Brushed Stainless, Polished Stainless & Brushed Gold 
(coming soon) finishes 
Available in: In-line & 2 sided

COMING SOON
to the Fleurco SEKUR+ Safety 
Protection (S.R.T.) collection
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Solid Surface Tubs

Below: Calla 
Length:  62" (1575mm) 
Width: 29 1/2" (749mm) 
Height 22 5/8" (575mm)

Capacity: 69 US gal (260 L) 
Also available with grey exterior

Above: Gia 
Length:  66 3/8" (1685mm) 
Width: 33 ½" (851mm) 
Height: 22 7/8" (582mm)

Capacity: 82 US gal (310 L)

NEW 
COLLECTION

Fleurco introduces Aria Stone. 
A new and modern line of 

solid surface bathtubs. This highly 
durable material is the latest craze 
in bathtub design. 

Aria Stone provides high end luxury 
that mimics natural stone and is 
available in a variety of different 
styles and nature-like colorways to 
compliment any décor. 

A solid surface bathtub will 
translate to enjoyment for years to 
come. 
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Functionality & style find each other with 
this ultra luxurious collection.

Aria Stone bathtubs offer plenty of 
options like smooth matte finishes or a 
mix of matte with glossy interiors.

Each model comes with a sleek, clean 
slotted overflow and drain cover.

Lys 
Length:  66 1/2" (1690mm) 
Width: 31" (787mm) 
Height: 23 1/8" (588mm)

Capacity: 76 US gal (287 L) 
Also available with white exterior

Lucia 
Length:  63" (1600mm) 
Width: 34 3/8" (874mm) 
Height: 22 7/8" (580mm)

Capacity: 70 US gal (266 L)
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Made of high-gloss acrylic, Aria tubs 
are easy to clean. These spacious 

bathtubs offer you better comfort. With a 
pre-installed chrome on brass drain, and 
adjustable leveling feet, these tubs are 
what dreams are made of.

Not only are these tubs high-style, they 
also come with a slotted clean overflow, 
and include a color-matching drain cover 
for that all-round finished look. 

Calando Petite 
Length:  56" (1425mm) 
Width: 31" (785mm) 
Height: 23" (580mm)

Capacity: 77 US gal (292 L)

Rhapsody Grande 
Length:  66 7/8" (1700mm) 
Width: 31 ½" (800mm) 
Height: 28 1/8" (715mm)

Capacity: 63 US gal (238 L)
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Voce Petite Matte & Glossy 
Length:  55" (1400mm) 
Width: 31 ½" (800mm) 
Height: 24" (610mm)

Capacity: 67 US gal (254 L)

Alto Petite Matte & Glossy 
Length:  58" (1475mm) 
Width: 31 1/2" (800mm) 
Height: 23" (580mm)

Capacity: 62 US gal (235 L)

NEW
TO ARIA
MATTE & GLOSSY BATHTUBS
Available on Voce & Alto models, 
with a matte exterior & glossy 
interior, in white or black.
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Verismo Grande 
Length: 66 3/4" (1695mm) 
Width: 31 ½" (800mm) 
Height: 28 3/4" (725mm)

Capacity: 64 US gal (241 L)

Ossia 
Length: 68 3/4" (1746mm) 
Width: 34 3/4" (879mm) 
Height: 26" (660mm)

Capacity: 73 US gal (279 L)

Sonoro 
Length: 67" (1700mm) 
Width: 32 1/2" (825mm) 
Height: 22 3/4" (580mm)

Capacity: 71 US gal (270 L)

Waltz Petite 
Length: 59" (1500mm) 
Width: 31 ½" (800mm) 
Height: 23" (580mm)

Capacity: 58 US gal (220 L)

Made with high-quality acrylic sheet, Opus freestanding tubs wrap you in warmth 
and provide you the ultimate in relaxation. From elegant, body-hugging curves to 

Victorian-inspired details, Opus tubs make your bathroom the most stylish room in your 
home.

With a pre-installed chrome on brass drain, and adjustable leveling feet, installation 
couldn’t be easier! What’s more, all models are finished with a slotted clean overflow, 
and include a white drain cover.
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The Cabaletta is a 
freestanding tub that has 

been exceptionally designed 
to offer lots of space and 
comfort with the option to 
add a deck mount faucet. 

Cabaletta is the perfect tub 
to relax and unwind.

Above: Motif Plus 
Length: 59 3/4" (1518mm) 
Width: 30" (762mm) 
Height: 21" (533mm)

Capacity: 62 US gal (235 L)

Left: Cabaletta 
Length: 67" (1700mm) 
Width: 31 ½" (800mm) 
Height: 23" (580mm)

Capacity: 78 US gal (294 L)

coming soon!
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SOLID
SURFACE:
The New Ceramic

 low profile 
solid surface bases  

with decorative square drain cover

These low profile solid surface bases offer a 
simplistic design. The decorative drain cover is 

perfectly integrated through color and shape.

Offered in 3 matte finishes (White, Stone Grey and 
Cocoa) and 2 textures (Smooth and Slate), this 
new base has a model to compliment any shower 
enclosure.

Available in 3 sizes: 48" x 36" | 60" x 32" | 60" x 36"

Each base includes a tiling flange kit, making 
installation easy for any shower configuration.

Smooth texture in Cocoa

Slate texture in Stone Grey

Smooth Stone Grey

Slate Stone Grey

Smooth White

Slate White

Smooth Cocoa

Slate Cocoa
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Aurora Solid surface 
textured bases are 

both stylish and durable. 
Made from a mixture of 
Polyurethane resin and 
marble powder creating a 
strong and lasting shower 
base. Available in Slate, 
Wood or Stone texture in 
matte black. 
Available for In-line & 2 
Sided units, these bases 
are offered in 3 sizes: 
48" x 36"; 60 x 32"; 60" x 36"

it's all 
about that
BASE,
no threshold 
The LVL solid surface base has 
a very low profile (1 1/2") and 
makes getting in and out of the 
shower so easy. This fully recessed 
base has a concealed drain 
providing that highly sought after 
contemporary European design. 
What’s more, it requires minimal 
subfloor modification.

Available in 3 sizes: 48" x 36"; 
60" x 32"; 60" x 36", this base is 
suitable for an In-line, 2 Sided or 
Walk-in shower enclosure.
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SMALL 
SPACE?
NO PROBLEM!

Sequence is your answer with 
an open concept feel and a 

more modern take on the alcove-
style tub.

The built-in deck to mount a 
faucet can be installed on the left 
or right side depending on your 
preference. This tub also features 
an integrated tiling flange for 
easy installation against the wall. 
Included is a white drain cover and 
a slotted clean overflow for that 
sleek finish.

What’s more, choose a newly 
released, compatible 2 sided tub 
door from Fleurco’s most popular 
collections: Gemini Plus, Horizon 
& Skyline.

Create the bathroom oasis of your 
dreams, even with less space!

SPECIFICATIONS
Length:  66" (1676mm) 
Width: 32" (813mm) 
Height: 21" (533mm) 
Capacity: 73 US gal (277 L)

SEQUENCE
a f irst of its kind

 

Gemini Plus 2 Sided Tub Door

Horizon 2 Sided Tub Door

Skyline 2 Sided Tub Door

Shower doors only:
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LIGHTED MIRRORS

Brighten your morning 
routine with Fleurco's 
new Vizo LED Makeup 
Mirrors. With a dual 
gradient touch switch, 
allowing to shift from cold 
to warm light, these LED 
mirrors are perfect for 
makeup application. With 
a contemporary design, 
they will fit seamlessly on 
any bathroom counter, or 
mounted to any bathroom 
wall. The wall-mounted 
option comes with a 
double-foldable arm so 
you can see yourself at 
the best angle. Offered in 
round or square shapes, 
these mirrors offer a 5X 
magnification range. All 
models are available in 
chrome and matte black.

Opt for a classic design when you need extra storage 
space. Fleurco’s medicine cabinets are the perfect 
solution. Single, double and triple door options 
accommodate sinks of all sizes with beveled or flat 
edges and adjustable glass shelves. Available in a 
multitude of sizes, these cabinets can be installed 
wall-mounted or recessed for an even sleeker look.

MEDICINE CABINETS

Single View

Tri-View Mirror Tower Shelf

Bi-View
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See yourself in the
BEST LIGHT

Fleurco’s Lighted Mirrors feature energy efficient LED 
technology. Producing a warm white light, these mirrors are 

perfect for your daily routines. They're copper free and safe from 
black edge corrosion.

What’s more, most models come with a defogger pad for a fog 
free reflection. To make it even easier, Luna Lighted Mirrors are 
equipped with an on-off touch switch, which is easily located 
and compatible with a wall dimmer*.
*Dimmer not compatible with Halo Round. Solis has a built-in dimmer with 
on-off touch switch.

Halo Round 
24" x 24" 
30" x 30" (coming soon!)

Halo
18" x 36" 
21" x 36" 
24" x 36" 
30" x 36" 
36" x 36" 

42" x 36" 
48" x 36" 
54" x 36" 
60" x 36" 
72" x 36"

Solis

Pandora Halo Round Halo

Excluding Solis

Solis
24" x 24" 
30" x 30" 

36" x 36"

Pandora
24" x 72"
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Solis

BATHROOM 
STORAGE 
glow up
When you need extra 

storage space, 
Fleurco’s LED medicine 
cabinets are the perfect 
solution. Energy-efficient 
LED bright white light 
is suitable for makeup 
application & shaving.

With a sandblasted 
aluminum body, these 
LED medicine cabinets 
will fit seamlessly with 
any bathroom décor. 
The copper-free mirrors 
prevent corrosion.

With interior & exterior 
mirrors, you’re sure to 
always find the best 
reflection looking back at 
you. All models include 
soft-close Blum® hinges.

All models are equipped 
with interior electrical 
outlets & USB ports, and 
come with 8mm ultra-
clear adjustable glass 
shelves. You can also find 
the on-off touch switch 
with dimmer on the 
inside of every model.

Whether you mount it, 
or recess it to the wall, a 
Fleurco LED Medicine 
Cabinet is what you need 
to illuminate your day.

Single View 
19" x 30" 
19" x 36" 
24" x 30" 
24" x 36"

Bi-View 
30" x 30" 
30" x 36"

Tall View 
15" x 60"

Tri-View 
30" x 30" 
30" x 36" 
36" x 30" 
36" x 36" 
48" x 30" 
48" x 36" 
60" x 30" 
60" x 36"
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